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The paper emphasizes the advantages of employing multiple data techniques—geology, GPS, surveys of cracking, boreholes, seismic refraction and electrical resistivity tomography—to image the shallow stratigraphy and hypothesize the cause of instability of an urban area. The study is focused on the joint interpretation of the crack pattern, topographic monitoring and the features of the underground, to define the area affected by instability and the direction of ground motion with the objective to advance a hypothesis on the cause of the instability of the area and to depict the main features. Borehole stratigraphies for a univocal interpretation of the lithology of electrical and seismic data and electrical resistivity tomography to constrain the interpretation of the lateral velocity variations and thickness of seismic bedrock were used. The geophysical surveys reveals to be complementary in the depicting of underground features. The study is approached at small and medium scale.

1. Introduction

Over the past 10 years, buildings in the centre of the village of Roccaspinalveti, located in central Italy (Figure 1(a)), have shown progressive damage on a time lapse of 7 years. The instability revealed itself suddenly, and with time the increment of damage decreased until becoming null. In most cases, the instability was revealed via cracks and fractures in the walls and floors of buildings, as well as in the roads (Figure 2). The cracks have a displacement of less than 0.1 to 2 cm, and most are located at the building-to-road contact (Figure 2(b)). The buildings, built in the late nineteenth century through today and with different materials and techniques, have all suffered the same sort of damage. Initially, many buildings were reclaimed with micropiles and resined but without any restoration plan based on objective data. Following restoration, some of the buildings have been affected by further instability. Thus, the municipality recognized the need to perform a detailed study of the instability phenomena; this study was conducted from 2004 to 2009.

For an exhaustive analysis of the area affected by instability, a multidisciplinary approach is generally considered in order to constrain the data interpretation. The data can be used for a joint interpretation [1–4] or for a joint inversion [5–9]. The first is often highly dependent on the experience of interpreter, and the second depends heavily on the algorithms, the quality of data, and so forth. In literature we often find that the joint inversion is performed with some parameters constrained (speed, thickness, resistivity, etc.) and/or using an iterative processes based on more data. In any case, a joint inversion can be very complex to apply for a large number of investigations and to a wide and complex subsoil.

Due to the complexity of the phenomena of instability and of the geological setting of the area, knowledge of topography, morphology, geology, hydrogeology, slit image, and so forth, of fundamental importance for the remediation plan, was considered. Direct and indirect surveys were planned, processed, and interpreted, jointly, in such a way as to obtain information needed to design the remediation plan. In detail, direct and indirect methods were applied, such as mapping of cracks, boreholes, geology, GPS monitoring, electrical resistivity tomography, and seismic refraction. All the data were interpreted jointly to reduce the intrinsic uncertainty of...
Figure 1: Study area location (a). The geological map (b) shows two outcropping formations Miocene in age: a flysch complex formed by a succession of calcareous sandstone, dense marl, clayey-marl-clay strata (M2), and a complex formed by a succession of clayey-sand and marl strata (M2a). The red arrows indicate the faults and the black arrow indicates the location of the old village 3 km from the present one.

The study was executed in three main steps: first, the morphology and geologic and cracks maps were analyzed (step 1); on the basis of these data, the boundary of the area affected by instability was outlined and the most suitable survey methods were defined (step 2); at the end the area was surveyed, the data were processed, and the results were interpreted jointly (step 3) with the aim of depicting the stratigraphy of the near surface soil and advancing a scenario of the cause of instability.

Below I describe each step in detail.

2. Survey Methods

The study of an urbanized area affected by instability problems is not a simple task. Geological evidence is often masked by structures that severely constrain the planning, location, and quality of the data. In such cases, geophysical methods can be applied, using special precautions to overcome problems due to environmental noise, road surface, hidden outcropping formations, fill material, small dimensions of walking areas, and so forth.

In this study, collection and joint analysis of all the existing data, the choice of the most suitable surveys, their accurate application and inversion, and a joint interpretation of the results were used to find a first answer to the starting questions concerning the geological setting of the unstable area and the most likely causes of the instability. The planning of the survey is shown in the flow chart of Figure 3.

The study was executed in three main steps: first, the morphology and geologic and cracks maps were analyzed (step 1); on the basis of these data, the boundary of the area affected by instability was outlined and the most suitable survey methods were defined (step 2); at the end the area was surveyed, the data were processed, and the results were interpreted jointly (step 3) with the aim of depicting the stratigraphy of the near surface soil and advancing a scenario of the cause of instability.

Below I describe each step in detail.

2.1. Step 1. Step 1 includes

(i) geo-hydro-morphology analysis,
(ii) crack surveys.

This step has the objective of planning topographic monitoring, geophysical surveys, and boreholes.

2.1.1. Geo-Hydro-Morphology. The village is 690–770 m above sea level, on a slope varying from 2% to 10% (north west-south east) (Figure 4). Large-scale topography shows numerous nicks from landslides that have occurred in the past (dotted lines in the figure); in fact, a landslide in the mid-eighteenth century induced the population to migrate to the present-day village location (750 m above s.l.) from
the old one, which was 1100 m above s.l. and 3 km SW of today's village (Figure 1(b)).

The geological map (Figure 1(b)) shows that the village is located across two formations of Miocene age: a flysch complex formed by a sequence of calcareous sandstone, dense marl, clayey-marl-clay strata (M2) and a complex formed by a sequence of clayey-sand and marl strata (M2a). Such sequences can be over 100 m thick.

Excavation for building foundations has shown that, near the surface, the soil is formed by landfill deposits, clay of variable thicknesses, and marl.

In recent years the area has been affected by long periods of drought. Two points for pumping water have been activated in the proximity of a severely damaged building. These coeval events lead us to endorse the hypothesis that the instability could have been caused by compaction of sediments due to water table drawdown.

2.1.2. Crack Survey. The crack survey was based on interviews with householders, photographs, displacement measurements, and mapping on the cadastral map of the cracks visible in the roads and buildings. This approach was very time-consuming but fundamental in determining the direction of ground motion, because it allowed me to identify three main patterns of cracks and to outline the instability area where the surveys were focused.

Each pattern, formed by cracks more or less parallel to each other was marked with A, B and C in Figure 5(a).

Pattern A (Figure 5(a)) runs parallel to the road, and the cracks are located both inside the buildings and on the road. The main cracks have caused the detachment of the footpath from the buildings (Figure 2(b)). Pattern B (Figure 5(a)) is perpendicular to the A and C patterns and crosses roads and buildings (Figure 2(d)). Pattern C runs almost parallel to A and is nearly perpendicular to B. This pattern was the most difficult to characterise as some of the buildings exhibit heavy damage while the roads are little affected. A careful analysis of the crack locations, and the setting of the area, led us to suppose that stress had induced a viscous deformation of roads that, in this area, are built on embanked materials.

From the analysis of crack map two main findings were established. First, most damaged buildings lie on the rupture alignments while the buildings fully located within the area surrounded by the rupture patterns A, B and C show either no cracks or only small ones. This indicates that the whole area located within the rupture alignments is not exposed to differential movement. The second finding is that the degree of damage is unrelated to age, materials, and techniques of construction as I have found no correlation between degree of damage and these building characteristics.

2.2. Step 2. In the second step, the most suitable techniques for outlining the study area were selected: reconstruction
of the geological setting and monitoring terrain movement over time. The topographic survey was chosen to assess the magnitude and terrain ground motion over time, boreholes to establish stratigraphy and constrain the ambiguity of the geophysical data interpretation in terms of thickness of strata and lithology, and seismic refraction and electric resistivity tomography to give lateral continuity to borehole stratigraphy in terms of geometries and lithologies. Seismic refraction and electric resistivity tomography were selected because I think that they are the most suitable, well-tested, and robust geophysical methods to outline the near surface stratigraphy.

2.2.1. Topographic Monitoring. The topographic measurements were performed on 7 GPS points (Figure 5(b)). The measurement points were equipped with brass pins inserted into holes drilled in the ground. The GPS (TopCon) RTK instrument was slotted onto these pins. The measurements were repeated 3 times in one year.

The GPS measurements indicate the following:

1. Instability induces mainly vertical movement. The maximum value detected at point A (Figure 5(b)) was about 2 cm in six months.
2. Only at point A, a significant lateral movement of about 4-5 cm was recorded, its direction is NNW to SSE, more or less parallel to the pattern of cracks A and C patterns (Figure 5(a)).
3. The greatest displacements occurred in the summer season.

These results, combined with those obtained from the crack analyses, are consistent with the hypothesis of compaction of the near surface layers, consequent with lowering of the water table during long periods of drought and activation of two pumping points in the most unstable area (crack pattern A).

2.2.2. Boreholes. Two continuous coring boreholes (BH1 and BH2) and one destructive borehole (Sm1) (white squares in Figure 5(c)) were drilled. The borehole stratigraphies indicate that the first 24 m of soil can be divided into two units: Unit A near the surface consisting of landfill clay deposits and clay interbedded with thin calcarenite layers, and Unit B, formed by fairly dense silty-marl strata.

In detail:

**BH1 Borehole.** The borehole BH1 is 24 m deep. Unit A extends from 0 to 13.7 m: from the top to 0.7, it consists of landfill clay deposits and from 0.7 to 13.7 m of silty-clay, which becomes slightly sandy between 4 and 13.7 m. At 3.5–5 m, the silty-clay layer incorporates a humus organic soil related to ancient groundcover. This unit also includes thin calcarenite levels that become slightly sandy at 4–13.7 m.
Figure 5: (a) Location of main crack patterns lying more or less normal to each other, the buildings with the greatest damage are marked with stars. (b) White circles and stars indicate location of topographic survey: stars indicate steady points and circles unsteady ones. Orange lines are the location of seismic refraction surveys. (c) Borehole locations are indicated with white squares and electric resistivity tomography with green and orange dot lines.

Unit B, from 13.7 to 24 m, consists of water-saturated silty clay with small marl content. The water table was 13 m deep.

BH2 Borehole. This borehole is 15 m deep. Unit A, 9.3 m thick, consists, from 0 to 1.5 m, of clay landfill deposits and silty-clay rich in carbonaceous fragments; clay and thin fractured limestone layers lie in the distance from 1.5 to 6.6 m, and calcarenite from 6.6 m to 9.3 m. Unit B consists mainly of dense silty-clay marl from 9.3 to 15 m. Water eruption during drilling suggests the presence of a water overpressured layer.

Sm3 Borehole. This borehole consists of Unit A from 0 to 6 m of depth and Unit B from 6 m to 8 m. The stratigraphy was based on wash sample analysis.

The water table in the study area is located in Unit A at a depth from 1 to 13 m.

### 3. Step 3

The well-tested and robust geophysical methods seismic refraction and electrical resistivity tomography for the near-surface investigation were selected to depict the geometry assessment and P wave velocity of the near-surface geological layers.

#### 3.1. Seismic Refraction

The area was surveyed with 11 refraction seismic profiles located along the roads (Figure 5(b)) for a total length of 759 m with 2 overlapping receivers for lines in succession. The acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1.

The problem of the receiver coupling was overcome using receivers equipped with a metallic plate coupled to the road with mortar. The trigger was a receiver, and the source a dropped weight of 700 kg that was dropped onto the ground by a forklift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first arrivals were picked by hand and rechecked several times to improve accuracy. In Figure 6(a), shots s2 and s7 of line 8 are shown. The most important problem encountered was due to the direct wave that, for some shots, travelled through the road concrete.

The inversion was checked using the delay time method \cite{10, 11} integrated, in the case of more than one layer, with the method proposed by Bernabini \cite{12} and seismic refraction tomography based on the SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique) algorithm \cite{13, 14}. The tests showed that the delay time method gave more consistent results with the borehole stratigraphy than the seismic tomography method because of the small number of shots for each line, the lack in some shots of the direct ground wave, and the lateral velocity variation of the bedrock.

The first arrivals were used (see an example in Figure 6(b)) for the calculation of P wave velocities and delay times. The former were used to draw the seismic refraction stratigraphy (Figures 7(a), 7(c), 7(e), and 8(a)). Seismic refraction allowed me to survey the first 1–10 m of soil investigating three layers (Figures 7(a), 7(c), 7(e), and 8(a)). On the basis of the stratigraphy of boreholes, the seismic velocities were interpreted in terms of lithologies (Figure 5(b)) as described below.

(1) The near surface weathered layer (A1), with velocity of about 500 m/s and thickness from 0.5 to 7 m, was linked to the upper part of Unit A drilled with boreholes, which consists of clay-filled deposits.

(2) The second seismic layer (A2), with velocity of about 1000–1100 m/s and thickness from 0.5 up to 14 meters, was linked to the lower part of Unit A formed by silty-clay deposits.

(3) The third seismic layer (B), with velocity of 1000–2300 m/s, was linked to Unit B formed by fairly dense silty-marl.
Figure 7: Continued.
The third layer is characterised by marked lateral changes in P-wave velocity, varying between 1000 and 2300 m/s. The main low-velocity zones in Figures 7(a), 7(c), 7(e) and 8(a) are marked with capital letters LV followed by a number. The couple of seismic profiles with crack locations of Figure 5(a) show a good overlap of the low-seismic-velocity zones with patterns of cracks: in detail, pattern B crosses the profile of Figure 7(a) in correspondence with the LV1 zone, pattern C crosses profiles of Figures 7(c) and 7(e) in correspondence with the LV2 and LV3 zones respectively.

Because of the lateral velocity changes, I realised that this layer could not be considered bedrock for the remediation plan and that the low velocity zones should be studied in greater detail because low velocities can be due to both rupture zones and to lateral lithology changes.

The ambiguity of the interpretation of low velocity zones of seismic bedrock suggested that I should investigate the area with electrical resistivity tomography (ERT).

3.2 Electrical Resistivity Tomography. The area was surveyed with 9 electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) profiles (Figure 5(c)) during two campaigns. Profiles 1–6 (green lines in Figure 5(c)) were acquired in the first campaign and located more or less in the same position as the seismic refraction profiles with the objective to use the data for a joint interpretation. The profiles 7–9 (dot lines in Figure 5(c))...
were acquired in a second campaign with the objective to increase the depth of investigation. They were located on a slope outside the urban area where the topographic level was lower than the others and pole-dipole spread was used to increase the depth of investigation for comparable line length, which was constrained by the available space.

In the urban area the electrodes were coupled with the sedimentary formation, drilling the insulated paving with holes 40–70 cm deep and 2 cm in diameter. The acquisition parameters are listed in Table 2. The electrode spread of lines 1–3 was 2 m and for all the others 3 m. The 2-3 m spread was chosen on the basis of seismic refraction results that indicated a bedrock at 2–12 m.

The data were processed with the well-tested smoothness-constrained least-squares approach [15, 16] that seeks the theoretical solution which best fits with the actual data. Minimization error was obtained from a Gauss-Newton algorithm based on an iterative process. The inversion was started from a homogeneous model, taking into account the actual topography along the profile that was modelled with model blocks with a moderately damped distorted grid.

ERT profiles investigated a depth of about 20–25 m, detecting 4 main electro-layers (Figures 7(b), 7(d), 7(f) and Figure 8(b)). Starting from the topographic surface, the four layers are characterized by resistivities of 60, 10, 20–40, and 10 Ω·m, respectively. From the correlation of ERT stratigraphy with core boreholes the ERT data were interpreted as described below.

(1) The first two electro-layers are related to Unit A, where the first electro-layer (A1) consists of reworked material including asphalt and utilities and the second one (A2) of shale.

(2) The third electro-layer is related to Unit B, which is formed mainly by shale-marl. The resistivity features of this layer show us that it is a few meters thick and laterally discontinuous.

(3) The fourth layer, marked C in Figures 7 and 8, is not univocally interpretable in terms of lithology because it was not drilled by boreholes. Taking into account the resistivity value of this layer, that is equal to the second one, and the large-scale geological map, which indicates that the study area consists of a succession of shale and marl, I advanced the hypothesis that this layer (marked C in Figures 7 and 8) could be formed by shale-clay.

A perspective mapping of the 4 lines (Figure 9) acquired on the sloping area (Figure 5(c)) shows a shallow subsurface with the same features as the urban area. Here the marl is laterally discontinuous and probably dips in the same direction as the topography. From the ERT images, the continuous marl layer is merged into a shale formation. The main lateral discontinuities of marl in Figures 7(b), 7(d), 7(f), and 8(b) are marked with capital letters LV (lateral discontinuity) followed by a number. Coupling the marl lateral discontinuities with pattern of cracks, I observed that the crack pattern B crosses the profile 7B in correspondence with discontinuity LD1; the crack pattern C crosses the profiles 8D and F in correspondence with LD2 and LD4.

The ERT data confirm that the near surface formation is formed by a shale-marl succession, as indicated by the large-scale geological map, and that the marl layer cannot be considered bedrock for the remediation plan because of its lateral discontinuity and its small thickness.

4. Joint Interpretation

In Figure 10, a synthesis of the data interpretation is shown. The crack survey detected three main patterns of cracks with directions perpendicular to each other. The cracks bound the unstable area. The GPS shows that, in the unstable area, the vertical component of the soil displacement is more prevalent than the horizontal. The direction of the horizontal component is indicated by the arrow in Figure 10. These results agree with the hypothesis that the instability is due to the compacting of near-surface strata caused by the water table drawdown following long periods of drought and the pumping of water in the proximity of two restructured buildings.

The correlation of the seismic with the electrostratigraphy of profiles acquired in the same position shows a good overlap of the geometries of the first three layers as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Combining ERT and seismic refraction data, the subsurface sedimentary structures up to 15–20 m, which consist of 4 layers, were reconstructed with good accuracy. The stratigraphy was investigated with the same resolution by both geophysical surveys. The lithology of each layer was defined by correlation of geophysical data with core borehole stratigraphies. In detail, starting from the topographic surface, the first layer (A1 in Figures 7 and 8) is linked to the weathered layer that consists of fill materials including utilities. This layer is characterized by a resistivity greater than 60 Ω·m and a P wave velocity of 400–500 m/s. The second layer, with resistivity of about 10 Ω·m and P wave velocity of 1100 (A2 in Figures 7 and 8), is linked to the weathered layer that consists of fill materials including utilities. This layer is characterized by a resistivity greater than 60 Ω·m and a P wave velocity of 400–500 m/s. The second layer, with resistivity of about 10 Ω·m and P wave velocity of 1100 (A2 in Figures 7 and 8), is linked to the weathered layer that consists of fill materials including utilities. This layer is characterized by a resistivity greater than 60 Ω·m and a P wave velocity of 400–500 m/s. The second layer, with resistivity of about 10 Ω·m and P wave velocity of 1100 (A2 in Figures 7 and 8), is linked to the weathered layer that consists of fill materials including utilities. This layer is characterized by a resistivity greater than 60 Ω·m and a P wave velocity of 400–500 m/s.

Combining the ERT and seismic data I constrained the interpretation of low-velocity zones (LV) detected by seismic reflection asserting that the low-velocities are due to lateral discontinuities of marl. The map location of the main low velocity zones of Figure 10 shows that they are positioned...
Figure 9: Perspective map of ERT profiles located in sloping area. Profile location in Figure 5(c).

Figure 10: Location of main rupture zones, buildings affected by marked damage, and low-velocity zones detected by seismic refraction. The arrow indicates the main direction of movement in the area and the dashed lines the rupture alignments.
near the crack pattern B. From geophysical investigations, I can infer that the marl layer, although characterized by high seismic velocity (1900–2200 m/s), cannot be regarded as bedrock for planning of environmental recovery of the area because of its lack of lateral continuity. Furthermore, since the lateral discontinuities are located in correspondence of fractures, I can assert that the detachments occurred in the greatest weakness zones of the subsoil.

The buried organic humus layer at a depth of 3.5–5 m detected by borehole BH1 and the marl that is laterally discontinuous and embedded into shale led us to suppose that the near-surface units probably consist of non-in-situ formations mobilized by a past landslide.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, I have proposed a multidisciplinary approach to perform an exhaustive analysis of an area affected by instability problems for solving two main problems: to depict the stratigraphy of the near surface sediments and to advance a hypothesis on the cause of instability. The former was the more difficult issue because both landslide and terrain compacting can induce ground motion which is the cause of building damage.

The study has shown that, for urban sites characterized by a complex geology, many ambiguities of data interpretation can be overcome with a joint interpretation of data performed with direct and indirect methods. In this particular case the difficulties in solving the problems were due to both the complexity of the geology and the urbanization of the area that have not fostered an optimal survey plan. Therefore, the planning of the surveys was the result of a complex process that started from the initial knowledge of the soil and was improved over time with newly acquired knowledge of the setting of the study area.

This study made me realize the importance of the mapping with fractures visible on the road and buildings and the interviews with the owners. The mapping of the fractures allowed me to separate the unstable from the stable area, observe an organic unity in the distribution of fractures, and conclude that the degree of damage to buildings is independent of their age; the interview with the owners allowed me to reconstruct the evolution of instability.

The joint interpretation of the direct and indirect surveys resulted in establishing boundaries of the area affected by instability phenomena, defining the main direction of ground motion, and depicting the stratigraphy of the first 10–20 of soil.

The electrical imaging, in addition to confirming the results obtained by seismic, allowed me to remove the uncertainty in the interpretation of the low velocities of seismic bedrock, because the images clearly show that low velocities occur in zones where the marl was absent. This result allowed me to assert that the marl layer cannot be considered bedrock for the recovery plan. Seismic refraction is shown to be a useful tool with which to infer the P velocity of the formation and the ERT for lithological characterization of formations that are not drilled.

The joint analysis of the data did not allow me to uniquely identify the cause of instability, because the evidence can be justified both by the reactivation of an old landslide and by the compaction of sediments. In detail, the stratigraphy and morphology could lead to hypothesize that the area has been affected by reactivated landslides, while the topographic survey and the long period of drought that occurred just before the instability problem could lead to hypothesize that the instability was due to the compaction of the near surface sediments. Unfortunately, this problem is inherent in the combined use of direct and indirect methods currently available that allow us to photograph the effects of instability and the soil stratigraphy in a time period that is often too short to understand the phenomena and to reduce the ambiguity in determining the causes of instability in a complex situation. Speculatively, I advance the hypothesis that the urban area was built on an old landslide and that the recent instability that occurred within a period of 5–7 years has been caused by compaction of surface sediments. Despite this, the results obtained from the joint interpretation of direct and indirect surveys, can be considered absolutely necessary for effective restoration planning of the area.

For more exhaustive results, the study could be approached with topographic survey and water table monitoring over an extended period of time and involve other disciplines such as GIS and geostatistical methods [17–19] for a classification of the land in additional susceptibility domains.
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